Contestant 1

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

1. Duality of global and local India

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

1. Deserts: types and examples

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 1

Contestant 2

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

2. Challenges and possible solutions in rural areas in Europe

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

2. Tectonic plates and earthquakes

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 2

http://s3files.core77.com/blog/images/1407012470_38ba31db22.jpg
Contestant 3

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

3. Global city: melting pot or meeting point of cultures

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

3. Water security: most affected countries, competing countries

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 3

http://macaulay.cuny.edu/eportfolios/nycpublicspaces/files/2015/05/article-2139899-12EF2F80000005DC-992_964x1437.jpg
Contestant 4

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

4. Geographical features and extreme tourism

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

4. Extinction and invasion of species: risks and possible solutions

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 4

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hijab_world2.png
Contestant 5

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

5. The impact of low oil prices on oil producing countries and the global economy

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

5. Examples of wounded landscape and land rehabilitation

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 5

http://cdn.citylab.com/media/img/citylab/legacy/2014/03/13/income%20segregation%20index.jpg
Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

6. The role of European Capital of Culture (ECC) projects in structural changes

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

6. Forms of agriculture in the Tropics

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 6

http://c3270052.r52.cf0.rackcdn.com/lido/2011/07/shutterstock_14292853.jpg
Contestant 7

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

7. Self-food-supplying cities

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

7. Luxury, crisis and poverty: economic geography of the Persian Gulf countries

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 7

https://framaspHERE.org/camo/28e819f0abd214456d188804e4dba477fbd514a/687474703a2f2f6d656469617a696f616c652e69742f696d616765732f323031312f30362f3131373638332d6d64e6a7067
Contestant 8

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

8. The ways of sustainable agriculture

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

8. Present day threats on global tourism

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 8

http://visual.ly/chinas-global-reach
Contestant 9

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

9. China’s responsibility in climate change

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

9. Present day urban development initiatives

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 9

http://islandbreath.blogspot.hu/2013/02/new-energy-paradigm.html
Contestant 10

Prepare a presentation on the following topic:

10. Changing land-use pattern in rural China

Give a brief summary about the following topic:

10. Globalisation from a cultural point of view

Discuss the issue presented in the following map/picture/chart: Contestant 10

http://img.static.reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/styles/attachment-large/public/resources-pdf-previews/164834-Climate_Change_Vulnerability_Index_2014_Map.png?itok=qXYqkwF